
4th Grade Reading Choice Board 

Main Idea 

 

After reading an informational book, 

determine the book’s main idea.  Give 

supporting details that prove the main 

idea.   

 

Use Wixie template, “Main Idea 

Umbrella” or “Main Idea Burger” 

 

Comic Strip 

Create a comic strip showing 5 major 

events from the book in sequence.  

Include captions and/or dialogue 

bubbles to retell the story along with 

pictures. 

 

Use Wixie template, “Comic Strip” 

Friendly Letter 1 

Write a one page letter to a friend 

recommending your book.  Tell your 

friend what the book was about and 

why you would recommend it.  Make 

sure you include the title, author, 

characters, and setting. 

 

Use Wixie template “Friendly Letter 

to Friend” 

Newspaper Advertisement 

Create an advertisement trying to 

convince other students to read your 

book.  In your advertisement you need 

to include the title, author, illustrator, 

summary 

 

Use Wixie template, “Extra, Extra, 

Read all about It”. 

Book Cover 

Using the Wixie template, “Book 

Cover”, Create a book cover for the 

book you read.  Make sure it looks 

different from the actual book cover. 

Include the title, author, illustrator, 

and a picture including setting, 

characters.  

 

Text Connections 

Compare the story you have read with 

one of the following: 

Text to Text 

Text to Self 

Text to World 

Use the Wixie templates:  

Text to Text 

Text to Self 

Text to World 

 

Poem or Song 

Make a shoebox diorama of your 

favorite scene from your book.  

Include the title, author, and 

illustrator in your project.  

Friendly Letter 2 

Write a letter to one of the 

characters in the story.  Talk to them 

about events that happened in the 

story.  You can also ask them questions 

about the events that happened. 

Use Wixie template, “Friendly Letter 

to Character” 

Author’s Purpose 

Explain in a paragraph why the author 

probably wrote this text (persuade, 

entertain, inform.  How do you know?  

Make sure you write in paragraph 

format. 

Biography Timeline 

After reading a biography on a famous 

person, sequence the major events in 

the person’s life.   

 

Use Wixie template, “Timeline 

Informational Text”. 

Solve the Mystery 

 Create a timeline of clues or 

information found in your novel.  

 

Use Wixie template, “timeline 

fiction” 

Main Character Description 
Draw a picture of the main character 

and write 7 sentences describing the 

main character.   

 

Use the “Main Character Description” 

template in Wixie, 

Fiction vs. Nonfiction 
After reading two books, one fiction 

and one informational, compare and 

contrast the books using the Wixie 

Template “Fiction vs. Nonfiction”. 

Fiction Story Timeline 

After reading a fiction story, create a 

timeline showing the sequence of 

events in the story. 

Use the Wixie Template, “Timeline 

fiction story” 

New Word 
Using the Wixie template, New 

Word~Vocabulary”, find a new word 

you learned while reading the story 

and complete the template.   

Name: ___________________________________________________________ 


